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Abstract. This article briefly describes algorithms, methods and goals in Shiraz Soccer 2D Simulation team and presents an overview of its agents actions and decisions capabilities. In this paper, we represent some novel approaches which we implemented in Shiraz Soccer Simulation 2D team since its establishment. We worked on goalie movement decision making, players offensive strategies and actions, coach match analysis, intelligent opponent formation detection and a useful software for running multiple automatic games. The base code that Shiraz used is agent2d-3.1.1. technical paper, Shiraz, soccer 2D simulation, offense positioning, intelligent formation detection, automatic games, game analysis.

1 Introduction

Shiraz RoboCup team has formed by students of Shiraz University recently. This team is a combination of some members of two previous powerful teams in World Cup and Iran Open competitions(Cyrus and Genius) and also a few students of Artificial Intelligence and Information Technology fields in Shiraz University. Leader of the team was a active member of Cyrus 2D team and participated in many competitions since spring 2012. He achieved 1\textsuperscript{st} place in Iran Open 2014, 5\textsuperscript{th} place in World Cup Brazil 2014, 8\textsuperscript{th} place in World Cup Netherlands 2013, 9\textsuperscript{th} place in World Cup China 2015, 1\textsuperscript{st} place in Kordestan 2013 and so on. He was also a members of soccer2D league technical committee of Kazerou Robotic Competitions 2015. Moreover, Two of the members of this team participated in the soccer2D competitions like Iran Open 2015 and Kazerou Robotic Competitions 2015. One of them could also participate in World Cup China 2015 competitions and achieved 11\textsuperscript{th} place between accepted teams as the
leader of Genius 2D 2015 soccer2D team. The goal of our new established team is to increase the level of knowledge, advance the achievement of the RoboCup competitions' objectives and intelligent learning and using artificial intelligence in RoboCup.

In the following, first Marking strategies will be discussed, and then our offensive and goalie positioning features and parameters will be demonstrated. Then we will introduce our Opponent Formation Detection System and Coach Match Analysis. Eventually, properties and aims of our proposed automatic match holding software will be expressed.

2 Offensive positioning

Winning a game has two sides. First and foremost, preventing the opponent to score any goal and on the other hand, trying to score a goal for ourselves. In marking and block sections we described our strategies that put our rival in trouble to score. Now we change the direction to our offensive strategy which is "Offensive Positioning". Here we have two types of positioning that will be chosen due to the state of the match. Next two subsections explain these methods.

2.1 Escape

This part is designed to guide our offenders to escape from offside line and also by using this function, our offenders strive to put themselves in a decent and proper position so as to make opportunity to receive a pass and score. Strikers walk near the offside line and wait for a long appropriate through pass to create a one-one situation by opponent’s goalie.

2.2 Unmark

Our "Escape" method cannot overcome high pressure situations in which we are marked by opponent players. Accordingly, it is required to utilize a different way to find an empty and proper place to locate. Here we used the idea of "Center of Mass" of multi-dimensional points. Clearly, if we consider opponent players as vertexes of polygons, we can easily find the center of mass of them. The biggest problem to solve for us is to find a better way to find the best polygon. We are still working on this part and we hope to finish it before the competitions. The most important and fundamental feature of center of mass is that it is adequately far away from vertexes who are opponents. The below formula shows how we calculate the center of mass generally. $m$ is the weight of each point that we consider this weight for all opponents the same for more simplicity. An example of ideal Unmark target during the match is depicted in figure.
3 Goalie decision making

Coordination between goalie and players plays a key role in each successful team. Consequently, our goalie tries to match himself to the state of the game. We defined various states and conditions that consider the number of opponents and teammates in a supposed danger area which shooting the ball is potential. The Goalie’s decision tree is depicted in Figure 1. Moreover, current position of the ball, its distance from our goal and its angle to our goal are some of the other effective parameters for decision-making. Goalie looks for the most matching state with predefined states and eventually decides where to go based on the state’s instructions.

4 Opponent Formation Detection System

It is of paramount importance to detect the formation of opponents so as to perform the best response and pick the best formation to defeat the detected one. In order to distinguish the opponent’s formation, at first, we divided the field into 21*17 grids (each grid has the length of 5 and width of 4). Then, vertices of these grids were being used as target points which we put the ball and get the x coordinate of ball and players as training and test data set inputs. Consequently, each formation can generate a maximum number of 396 samples and each sample consists of 11 features (x coordinates of opponent players and ball). In order to generate training and test data sets, formations of some famous and credible teams of Soccer 2D Simulation League are being used. These teams are AUT, Axiom, Agent2d version 3, csuyunlu, gduttiji, Gliders, gpr2d, HELIOS, Perspolis, Riton and YuShan. The number of total, train, validation and test data sets are being shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Validation</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>7551</td>
<td>5285</td>
<td>1133</td>
<td>1133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is important to notice that this table is just used for offline learning and another data set is generated with the amount of 4752 samples for test. The
Table 2. The relation between formations and classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Label</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formation</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>442</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>523</td>
<td>613</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

last data set is created using 12 different formations with 15 static points. These formations are being shown in table 2. Each formation has three layers in which layer one (left number) is the number of Defenders, layer two (middle number) is the number of Midfielders and layer three (right number) is the number of offenders. We assumed that none of these layers can be zero and also as it is obvious in Table 2, to simplify the outputs, formations with more or less than three layers are not used in our data set.

4.1 OFDS Method

Various machine learning algorithms are utilized to analyze and find opponent formation. K Nearest Neighbor, an extended version of svm and neural network was used. knn is a lazy learning algorithm and it is one of the simplest algorithms in machine learning. The support vector machine is a learning algorithm for two-group classification problems and is based on the idea that input vectors are non-linearly mapped to a very high-dimension feature space. Because the problem here is multi-class, an extended version of original svm was used. Various kernel functions like Linear, Polynomial and RBF are applied to compare and evaluate the performance of different algorithms so as to choose the best one. Three different learning algorithm was used to train the neural networks. Lavenberg-Marquardt, Bayesian Regularization and Scaled Conjugate Gradient utilized in this paper as a network training functions.

5 Coach Match Analysis

Each team needs an adequate knowledge of itself and its opponents and there have been using various methods which can help to do that. We denominated our approach CMA(Coach Match Analysis) which means that we exploit coach to consider the match and extract some information from it. By transforming diverse simple events of the game (such as kicking the ball) to a meaningful knowledge (such as a pass or dribble), it would be possible to have an appropriate statistical data of the match. In fact, by using coach as a fully observable agent, we analyze players actions. These information include the number of goals, shoots, passes, saves(by goalkeepers), tackles, fouls, yellow cards, corner kicks, kick ins and goal kicks. Ball possession, pass accuracy and relative ball possession in each part of the field are other information that can be inferred from this analyzer. These information can be utilized in future to help coach agent to change team’s strategy.
6 Automatic Match Holding Software

Running more than one match in the current Soccer 2D server in an automatic manner is not supported in it yet. Accordingly, our team members made a software using Python which has the goal of holding Soccer 2D Simulation games automatically.

By receiving a configuration file which contains number of the teams and matches between them and some other initialization parameters, it saves them all in JSON format and then runs server and monitor and saves the games according to the configuration file. Eventually it returns and maintains the result and log-file of each game in a proper place. We modified soccer server so that it will save some necessary information of each game in a JSON file to use them further. After finishing each game, the software runs the next game according to the mode of the tournament that can be Cup or League. If the mode be Cup, the champion of the cup would be announced finally, and if its mode be League, league table would be depicted at the end of the competition. The application can hold combined or ordered competitions too. Our next target is to make it open source for all participants, dedicate a powerful server and make it on-line for participants of Soccer Simulation 2D League so as to help them take tests faster or to hold on-line leagues. Moreover, we want to add a Log-file Analysis to the software to help users get more information about each match.

7 Conclusion

In this description paper we introduced Shiraz soccer 2D simulation offense, goalie positioning strategies, support software and analyzers and also an AI-based algorithm that detects opponent’s formation. Having a good decision system for defense and offense is fundamental and we tried to fill the gap of the base in this parts at first. Moreover, our goalie is also coordinated with our defense and offensive strategies so as to maximize the performance of the whole team. We worked on some useful and powerful software and AI approaches and we are still working on more AI based algorithms to make agents more intelligent and autonomous.
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